
 
mighty old Nature 
36th skræða 

 
our only natural state is enlightenment 

then Nature provides for everything 

 

 
 

 * do we know that Nature behaves according to  
      our state of consciousness? 
 

when we live an exalted state of consciousness, Nature is kind, 
but her tolerance takes, in the end, no more if we violate Her Laws: 

do we know that this is called: to arouse wrath of gods? 
our gods are the presidents of the Laws of Nature,  
      so we understand the term 

 
 * are we to blame for calamities? 
 * are Nature’s calamites and wars of the same human cause? 

 * are the Sodoma and Gomorra God’s wrath stories  
akin to Nature’s tolerance bursting? 

 * who claims Heathens to “believe in” logs and stones? 
 
note that log can mean a bridge over a brook, and stones often are land-

marks, so log and stone can be indication to know one’s way; 
but  

 * can we see Nature’s phenomena to be a cue into That  
       which She hides out of sight? 
 * do people “believe in” icons, idols, graven images, fetish, as such 

  * or has this tangible work-out another significance/meaning? 
 * would believe in one´s own might and main be the same as atheism? 
  * would this self-confidence be a better tool in life  

if we connect to the almighty power within? 
 * what is the difference of 1)being a withered leaf in the storm 

(at the mercy of winds) 
  and 2)to be anchored to the innermost unbounded power 

 by the roots of The Ash, Askur Yggdrasils? 

 * as Nature is only Gungnir which we perceive, where then abides 
the perfect order found in Nature? 

 * can we men learn to think and act from pure consciousness? 
 * do we know where from Nature’s gifts come? 
 * can we men outsmart the þursamegir III, 3 þurs-macs, triguna? 



 * what are the qualities of sattva? of rajas? of tamah? 

 * are these three worldly qualities to be found in 
  every man´s physiology? mind? actions?  

  in all created things and phenomena? 
 * is the aham-kaar, the I-making, I make myself as an individual  
  on the sphere of the created? 

 * do I need to leave that in the sphere of creation,  
    in order to get rid of the III þurs-macs, triguna? 
 * do I nose within Nature when I nose down, transcend? 

 * can the man-eating skessa in the mountain be Mother Nature 
invented as a tool/weapon to get men off the love for Nature? 

 * is it Nature-worship to admire the flickering beauty of Nature? 
  * or do Nature-worshippers claim Her to be something tangible? 
 * if we can call her a personification, then of what? 

 * can you discuss the meanings implied by Nature-worship? 
 * is Nature divine? 

   if yes, then how is that view supported by rational thinking? 
  * is everything created divine in essence? 
 * is Nature a mythia (imagined to be visible but a non-existing fake)? 

 * how are we, in Hávamál 1st part (code for the crude ones)  
  asked not to be greedy, take no more than sparingly needed? 
 and * not over-indulge in food to the extent that others mock us for it? 

 * how does the phrase The Lord gave and The Lord took indicate belief 
 in the unpredictability and duality of the world? 

 * does duality bring fear (fear of the unknown as all is change)? 
  * where is no duality and thus no fear? 
 * is an enlightened man fearless? 

 * who can create disharmony, discordance?  disturb the perfect flow? 
  * and can he also create harmony and accordance? 

 
 
 

 
Skræðan mighty old Nature is available on Amazon here 
 

Listen to the book on Youtube here 
 
 

http://www.amazon.com/%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l-bairns-mighty-Nature-Volume/dp/9935467368/ref=sr_1_37?ie=UTF8&qid=1403107111&sr=8-37&keywords=%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l+for+bairns
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_xZdyk0FZc&index=36&list=PLx4mHtocTUwAOewesWqA40Rm1U0owsJJq

